
First Name State Rating Review Title Review 
SHAUN TX 5 Great Ice Saver I received the KoolerGel from Dad a couple of years ago, along with the Big Game Saver bag.  I use the 

KoolerGel with 2 liter bottles every time I go out into the woods. Put two or three in a 120 quart cooler with 
20 lbs ice and drinks, still had ice cold drinks four days later.  I have used the ice/gel bottles to keep my 
venison cold while being transported to the game processor. 

TOM ID 5 Great Product This product is great!!!  Starting with being very easy to set up for use, after the ease of mixing and the 
recommended freeze time. This product way outdoes any blue freezer pack you could spend way more 
money on in a store. I would recommend it to anyone who spends a lot of time outdoors trying to keep their 
coolers cold and food fresh. 

MARY NY 4 Nice and Icy I love how long this product makes the ice in my cooler last. We often canoe down the river and on a hot 
summer day, ice does not last long. This is an amazing product that is awesome for keeping beers COLD!! 

JOHN OH 5 KoolerGel This stuff is great! I was a little bit skeptical at first. I didn't really believe the hype, boy was I wrong! I used 
this in my cooler with a bag of ice.  It lasted 3 days.  After that use, I put it in the freezer and let it freeze and 
used it again, worked the same.  I stand behind this product now.  I would recommend to anyone! 

EDWARD AZ 5 chefbuzz I did a good test on KoolerGel.  First, I put ice in a bottle along side of frozen KoolerGel. The ice lasted five 
hrs, while the KoolerGel lasted seven hrs, both on my open countertop.  I also put three bottles of KoolerGel 
in a 6-pack size thermos cooler. The KoolerGel lasted 35 hrs while the ice only lasted 12 hrs.  Winner hands 
down KOOLGEL!! 

JAMES T CA 5 Awesome 
product and way 
better then ice 
alone. 

I was a bit skeptical at first how long this gel would last compared to ice. I was very impressed with the 
outcome.  It lasted three times as long as just regular ice alone.  It was very simple to mix with clear 
directions and you can use just about any water tight container.  It is reusable over and over again and is well 
worth the money.  I would highly recommend this product to anyone. 

CINA LA 5 Awesome I don't use the word awesome very often. But this stuff is awesome! I live, hunt and fish in the south, so 
anything that helps keep ice from melting is a blessing. This is the first time I've used KoolerGel and I am very 
impressed and my friends are as well. We fixed up four different size bottles for a week long hunting trip. Not 
one of us had to make an ice run. Even in these so called five day coolers. All my friends are looking to by 
some KoolerGel for themselves. 

KENNETH IL 5 Saved me 
money AND 
protects 
valuable meat! 

I deer hunt frequently and using the KoolerGel allowed me to chill my meat quickly and easily instead of 
buying expensive bags of ice that melt away! 

MITCHELL FL 4 Cool shirt 
system upgrade 

I used this product with an auto racing cool shirt system and it improved the cooling system as well as the 
length of time it would keep you cool.  Almost doubled the life of the cool air and water supplied to the 
driver.  A must have.  

BRAD TX 5 Great product I used this product to keep my water and food cold while out hunting. This product worked perfect. When I 
got back, I emptied my cooler the next day and it was still frozen. Also, my water was still completely cold, 
even in the heat of Texas. 



RANDY MI 5 Easy and 
Inexpensive 

You can use this gel to shape around items. That it is reusable is the best part. So inexpensive for the amount 
that you get. 

CHRISTINA ND 5 This is amazing KoolerGel is so easy to use and is much colder than ice. It was easy to throw everything away after using it 
with water fowl. No messy clean up of ice packs. 

BRYAN OK 4 Perfect for any 
outdoorsman! 

I love this product.  It’s great for keeping my fish cold until I can get them to the freezer, and it can be used 
over and over.  I can also see it used for transporting my deer to the processor during hunting season.  Great 
product and tons and tons of uses! 

HOLLY PA 5 Great Versatile 
Product 

The KoolerGel is great.  Now I am in control of the size of the ice pack for my cooler.  No more looking hoping 
the cooler pack fits my cooler.  I can now make one to fit any size cooler. It also keeps it temperature longer 
great for hot summer days.  

JUSTIN TX 4 KoolerGel I think this product is great.  I was able to keep ice in my cooler for 5 days and it may have lasted longer but I 
had to empty the cooler.  It is a great way to recycle used water/soda bottles.  I think packaging KoolerGel 
this way is a great idea to keep the price down. 

NICK CA 5 Must Have Item Most everything you take camping and/or hunting can be replaced by something similar but this stuff can't. A 
simple powder added to water, freeze, use and watch and see how much less ice you need and they last for 
days. 

KEVIN NY 4 Reduce, reuse, 
recycle, and 
repeat. 

The simple fact that I choose what container to mix this product into allows me to extend the number of 
uses.  As opposed to those store bought ice packs where their "container" begins to crack or breakdown. 
Non-toxic and environmentally friendly. 

ALLEN PA 5 KoolerGel No need to store bulky cooler packs when you can have enough KoolerGel in a sandwich bag sized container 
and mix it to the size and shape you want. It outlasts most of the commercially sold freezer packs also. 

CHRISTOPHER GA 5 KoolerGel I like this product it has easy to read instructions. I took this product to a Georgia football game and after the 
game all of our food stayed cool.  Me and my dad also took this product on a fishing trip with us and after a 
two day trip it was still cool and had ice so yes I do recommend this product.   

BOB CO 5 KoolerGel This stuff is all it is advertised to be.  On a recent trip over the holiday, I tested KoolerGel by normally using 
one full container of ice cubes from my icemaker in fridge, and what would normally last one full day, 
KoolerGel kept the original ice cubes for four full days, and after the four days, the ice was melted and only 
water and KoolerGel unfrozen containers remained, but the soda still in the cooler was cold enough to enjoy 
and milk in a plastic container was fresh enough to drink.  Great product! 

CHRIS FL 5 KoolerGel great 
product 

I used this when I was out in the woods hunting and after I field dressed my buck, I put four bottles with the 
KoolerGel in them inside the body cavity to help bring the body temp down and it work like a charm. Now I 
make sure that every time I head out to the woods hunting that I have my bottles with KoolerGel frozen and 
ready. 

LINDA FL 5 Great product! I couldn't have received this product at a better time. I was preparing for a 12 hour road trip to spend 
Thanksgiving with my son. I had four coolers of food to bring with me, including the frozen turkey. Being 
from FL, I was particularly concerned about food safety as my trip was going to take two days in a hot car. I 
did put a thermometer in one of the coolers to make sure the turkey didn't get warm.  All of the food arrived 



safely and the turkey didn't thaw a bit. I will definitely use more of this and it will make nice stocking stuffers 
for the holidays. 

WAYNE PA 5 KoolerGel I always used ice or frozen water in bottles to keep food or wild game cold till I got home to process. Using 
the KoolerGel in bottles not only keeps the food/game colder, but last a lot longer also. I give this product a 
five star rating and recommend it to family, friends, and fellow hunters. 

TERRY TX 4 KoolerGel This gel makes the ice in a regular cheap cooler last almost as long as one of the new EXPENSIVE coolers. I 
would definitely recommend buying some of this gel rather than paying for one of the high dollar coolers. 
Save your money for refreshments. 

MARK PA 5 Awesome This product is simply amazing. It is a wonderful value because it can be used over and over. It keeps ice 
colder for longer periods of time. The fact that it can be kept in dry storage is truly amazing.  

KENNETH AR 5 The cooler 
companion 

I recently tested out KoolerGel.  I would recommend this product to anyone who camps.  My family and I 
camp often in the summer months and the hardest thing for us to do is keep ice in our coolers for extended 
periods.  Especially because we have children in and out of them often.  This poses a problem when we are 
miles from the nearest store to purchase more ice. KoolerGel made it possible for us to keep ice for several 
days in our coolers.  Completely awesome! 

JAMES KS 5 Fantastic 
product for your 
cooler needs! 

KoolerGel enables you to make many custom reusable "ice packs" that get very cold and stay cold for a long 
time.  Perfect for lunchboxes, coolers, and keeping your harvested meat cold. 

DENNIS GA 4 Colder, longer, 
better. 

The only downside to this product is mixing the solution. That’s it. If you're too lazy to do that, this product 
isn't for you.  If you're willing to, you'll reap the benefit of having an "ice pack" that seems to stay colder for 
longer periods of time.  Additionally, being able to create the size of the pack helps even more for versatility: 
lunchbox, game pack, coolers, etc. 

BRAD WI 5 KoolerGel is a 
great product 

Used at deer camp to keep food cool. Worked excellent.  As an experiment we also wanted to see how long 
KoolerGel would last compared to ice. We froze a pint bottle of water and a pint bottle of KoolerGel. 
Removed from freezer and set in a 65 degree temperature.  After 4 hours the water was 3/4 unthawed. The 
KoolerGel had not thawed at all.  After 6 hours the water was completely unthawed and the KoolerGel was 
just beginning to unthaw.  After 12 hours the KoolerGel was unthawed but still cool to the touch.  I highly 
recommend this product and cannot wait to try it on fishing trips next summer. Definitely will save a 
considerable amount of money on ice costs.  Love this product! 

DAVID FL 5 KoolerGel I used one two liter bottle of KoolerGel in a cooler on a recent hunting trip and did not use any in an identical 
cooler. The cooler with KoolerGel used half the ice as the one without for five days.  When I returned home 
the KoolerGel was still not completely thawed out.  

JIM AZ 4 Cool ice This product is great.  I used it to keep my lunches cold it works great.  It keeps my ice longer too. It lasted 
over 24 hours by its own.  I put some in a zip-lock bag for an ice pack great job. Thanks. 

ROBERT IA 5 The KoolerGel I feel this product deserved Five stars because I used two one liter bottles and a 10 pound bag of ice.  This 
combination lasted over four days afield while deer hunting. I WILL use this product for many years to come 
or until Trophy Kooler Bag INC. comes out with a better product.  



MARIO NC 5 KoolerGel 
performs as 
advertised! 

Product performs as advertised!  My family and friends used it to keep tailgating essentials cold for an early 
afternoon game. We didn’t have to worry about icing down the coolers a second time with the "sub zero" 
nature of KoolerGel keeping the standard ice frozen.  Also, used KoolerGel to keep a deer chilled throughout 
the evening before taking to the processor.  After field dressing, I inserted 2 pre-frozen 2l bottles in the body 
cavity and didn’t give a second thought to the meat spoiling! Thanks KoolerGel. 

DREW CA 4 KoolerGel vs. 
standard 
methods 

I live in southern California and I put a 20 oz bottle mix along with a 2 liter mix in a cooler on my back patio. 
In the same cooler I also put some standard ice packs and some plain ice. The day time temp at the time 
ranged from 80-95 degrees. The KoolerGel bottle seemed to be a lot colder than the other things in the 
cooler. They also stayed frozen way longer than the regular ice and quite a bit longer than the standard ice 
packs. The only ice left after the first day was the ice that was around the KoolerGel bottle. This is an 
awesome product that can be refrozen and used repeatedly. Good job KoolerGel!!! 

NICK NC 5 Nice concept 
that works! 

My method of keeping ice in a cooler generally consisted of freezing water in a 2-liter soda bottle, then 
placing it in the bottom of the cooler, and adding ice. It improved things a little, but not significantly. This 
product significantly improves the amount of time I can keep ice. I use the same 2-liter bottles with the 
KoolerGel, and ice stays in the cooler at least another day, usually more. Highly recommended.  

LEE AZ 5 KoolerGel usage I recently went on a seven day hunting trip in the mountains of Arizona where it still gets warm during the 
day.  I put two 2 liter bottles of KoolerGel in my ice chest.  I usually have to get more ice around the fourth or 
fifth day, but with the KoolerGel, I did not need to add more ice.  It lasted all seven days and was still cold 
when I arrived back home. 

MONIKA MI 5 Easy to use! I found it was great to have ready to go for trips to the grocery store.  I mixed it in freezer bags and used it to 
keep my ice cream and meats cold till I got home.  Fantastic product. 

DAVID KY 5 WOW 
KoolerGel... 

Wasn't really sure what to expect when I started mixing KoolerGel up.  It took me longer to get all the 2 liters 
together than it did to mix, freeze and use.  Impressed doesn't really say it.  WOW, does.  I was shocked how 
far the amount I was given went.  It ended up making 9, 2 liters and 1, 500mL bottle. Thank goodness it did, 
because after showing my father he took 2 of my 2 liters.  And a cousin took the one I was using out of my 
cooler for himself.  So far out of all the things I've tested on StuffStuff, this is my FAVORITE. Thank you to 
whomever picked me to test this; I owe you a drink or dinner.  

CHRIS VA 5 The KoolerGel This product is amazing, easy to use, and is far and beyond your typical freezer pack or just plain ice! I used 
some of this product in a 2-ltr bottle to keep a 48 quart cooler cold during a Thanksgiving holiday road trip! 
When we were packing up to return home 5 days later, it was still partially frozen and keeping things cold - 
we even had been putting room temperature sodas in cooler throughout and then pulling them out to drink 
when it was cold! Not only that, when we returned home, I was able to refreeze it and will have it to use in 
the future.  Still have a significant amount of product that can be used in smaller or larger containers if/when 
I need more! 

ROSEMARY PA 5 WOW! Fantastic 
Product 

Couldn't believe how great this product was, ice stayed cold so much longer in my cooler.  I had friends who 
ended up putting things in my cooler because their ice had completely melted and they needed to keep 
things cold. They can't wait to find this product. 

 


